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Chapter 4

ASSESSMENT OF PRIMARY BRT CONCEPTS
This Chapter assesses the two primary concepts described in Chapter 3 in terms of potential
parking impacts, connectivity, travel time, ridership, capital and operating and maintenance
costs.

Primary Street Concept
On-Street Parking Impacts
The Primary Street Concept would require the
conversion or repurposing of either general
purpose travel lanes or parking lanes to bus
lanes. Throughout the corridor, there is a
potential for the loss of some on-street parking to
accommodate dedicated bus lanes and proposed
stations. However, it is likely there are sufficient
off-street parking, through paid lots and garages
located in Downtown Burbank, Downtown
Glendale, Eagle Rock, Old Pasadena, and the
media/hospital district. A detailed parking analysis
will be conducted in the environmental phase of
project development.

Connectivity to Activity Centers
The Primary Street Concept includes 23 BRT stations, which allows greater connectivity and
access to activity centers located within the corridor. Activity centers that can be accessed from
proposed station locations by the primary route and other route options are shown in Figure 4-1.
As shown in the figure, the Primary Street Concept would have an equal distribution of access
within each segment of the corridor. Each stakeholder city and major community (e.g., North
Hollywood and Eagle Rock) has stations at major activity centers that include residential,
entertainment, business, and educational hubs. Other route options provide access to different
activity centers that are not located along the Primary Street Concept, particularly those in
Burbank. However, given the close proximity of route options to the Primary Street Concept in
Glendale and Pasadena, access to activity centers is very similar. The largest variation in route
options and station locations is in Burbank, where two routes bypass the major Burbank Media
District to access more local neighborhoods that may desire BRT service.
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Figure 4-1: Major Activity Centers at Proposed Stations for Primary Street Concept and Other Route Options
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Travel Times
Travel times were calculated based on a spreadsheet model accounting for bus acceleration
and deceleration characteristics, maximum travel speed, intersection delay, and expected dwell
time. Implementing BRT elements such as all-door boarding and off-board fare payment can
improve bus travel time by reducing dwell times at stops. Dedicated bus lanes also improve
travel time by separating buses from auto traffic along the corridor. Based on the travel time
calculations for the opening year, the Primary Street Concept end-to-end travel times are shown
in Table 4-1 for AM peak, mid-day off-peak, and PM peak hours. Implementing TSP on the
corridor would save an additional 9 minutes, or 13%, in end-to-end travel time.
Table 4-1: Primary Street Concept – Travel Time Data
Time of Day

Length
[Miles]

AM Peak
Mid-Day Off-Peak
PM Peak

17.3

Headway
[Minutes]

Travel Time
Without TSP
[Minutes]

Travel Time
With TSP
[Minutes]

10

70

61

12

74

65

10

77

68

Source: Parsons, 2016

Ridership
Average weekday ridership for the Primary Street Concept in opening year 2022 is estimated to
be 17,770 daily riders. This number is estimated to increase to 22,070 daily riders by 2035.
Figure 4-2 displays the 2022 forecasted number of riders per station location (boardings) for an
average weekday for the Primary Street Concept. The North Hollywood terminal station is
forecast to serve the most daily boardings, with 3,156 riders. The Downtown Burbank station at
Glenoaks Boulevard and Olive Avenue has the second highest ridership forecast with 1,840
riders, followed by the Colorado Boulevard and Fair Oaks Avenue station in Old Pasadena with
1,725 riders. In summary, the West Segment generates the most ridership, with a total 8,116
riders. The remaining half of the ridership for the Primary Street Concept is equally shared by
the other two segments, with the Center Segment showing a total of 4,853 riders and the East
Segment with 4,804 riders.
Other stations attracting high ridership are located at Alameda Avenue and Pass Avenue in
Burbank’s media district, Broadway Boulevard and Glendale Boulevard near the Glendale
Galleria, and at Colorado Boulevard and Marengo Avenue near the Memorial Park Metro Gold
Line Station.
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Figure 4-2: Primary Street Concept – Daily Ridership Per Station
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The average weekday ridership includes new transit riders who switch to transit from other nontransit travel modes. The new transit riders forecast is summarized in Figure 4-3. For the North
Hollywood to Pasadena Corridor, most of the new transit riders are expected to switch from auto
mode. The Primary Street Concept expects 6,357 new riders with its implementation.
For the new transit riders, 4,229 (67 percent) are those who make home to work trips. The
remaining new riders, 2,128 (33 percent), are those who make other trips such as home to
university, home to other (e.g., shopping, entertainment, medical), and between activity centers.
In general, home to work trips are generally longer than other trip purposes, and mode-shift is
based on access, convenience, and reliability of the transportation mode. A premium BRT route
with additional access and a reliable schedule to business centers in each of the segments may
provide motivation for the auto-dependent population in this corridor to consider transit. The
remaining riders on the BRT route, approximately 11,413 trips for the Primary Street Concept,
are forecast to be diverted from other transit routes currently operating in the corridor.
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Figure 4-3: Primary Street Concept – Trip Purposes for New Transit Riders
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Capital Cost
Capital costs incorporate the major components of the BRT project including running way and
station construction, sitework improvements, BRT system elements, vehicles, professional
services, and contingencies. Capital cost estimates were developed using unit costs derived
from Metro’s own cost estimates, FTA’s standard cost estimates, and recent BRT corridor
development and construction experience both locally and throughout the U.S.
Capital cost assumptions for the Primary Street Concept were based on: a 17.3-mile alignment
with 12 to 14 feet wide lanes; 46 proposed stations (23 two-sided platforms) and related
amenities; 22 new 45-foot BRT vehicles; 35 percent of the total capital cost for professional
services (design, legal, permits, management, etc.); and a 10 percent contingency fee. A lower
cost option was also assumed for the Primary Street Concept, based on minimal street
reconstruction, sitework improvements, and system elements. Although no ROW acquisition
was anticipated at this level of conceptual engineering, a minimal amount of $10 million was
included for the Primary Street Concept and the lower cost option. Figure 4-4 shows the low end
and high end cost estimates for the Primary Street Concept.
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Figure 4-4: Primary Street Concept Estimated Capital Cost ($2016)
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Operations & Maintenance Cost Estimates
O&M costs are the day-to-day, ongoing
costs associated with operating and
maintaining bus service. BRT O&M costs
are anticipated to be similar to typical Metro
bus O&M costs, but BRT also includes
components that are not part of the existing
bus service. Therefore, the BRT cost
model uses many of the line item unit costs
in the standard bus O&M cost model but
incorporates additional items including
station
platform
maintenance,
fare
enforcement, fare equipment maintenance
(i.e., fare validator machines), ITS
equipment/signage maintenance, exclusive
lane mile routine maintenance (new
pavement), and exclusive route mile routine
maintenance (streetscape/landscape). The
estimated O&M costs for the Primary Street
Concept are shown in Table 4-2 below.

The Metro Red/Orange Line BRT platform
would not require additional maintenance
due to a large existing maintenance
presence
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Table 4-2: Primary Street Concept Estimated Net Annual O&M Costs ($2016)
Mode

Key Supply Variable

Bus
Rapid
Transit

Annual Revenue Service Hours
Annual Revenue Miles
Peak Buses
Garage Expansion

Unit Cost

Number of Unit

Total Cost

$54.50

94,800

$5,166,600

$3.97

1,156,100

$4,589,717

22

$2,400,552

0.12

$1,436,051

$109,116
$11,967,091

Curbside Platforms (Split)

$2,000

34

$68,000

Center Street Platforms (Split)

$2,000

12

$24,000

$4.88

94,800

$462,624

$6,000

18

$108,000

$168

44

$7,392

$3,000

45

$135,000

Fare Enforcement
Fare Equipment- TVMs
Fare Equipment- Validators
Nest Bus Display Signs

Total Annual O&M Cost for Primary Street Concept

$14,397,936

Source: Metro, Parsons, 2016

BRT service under the Primary Street Concept would cost $14.4 million per year to operate and
maintain. These initial O&M costs will be further refined in the next phase of the project with
further refinements in alignment configurations, end to end corridor miles and travel time, and
station locations as well as discussions with city stakeholders.

Primary Freeway Concept
On-Street Parking Impacts
The majority of the Primary Freeway Concept route would be located on SR-134 HOV lanes for
operations. Off-line stations on local streets would likely affect some on-street parking, but
parking displacement is expected to be minimal. A detailed parking analysis will be conducted in
the environmental phase of project development.

Connectivity to Activity Centers
The Primary Freeway Concept includes nine BRT station locations. Activity centers that would
be accessed from proposed station locations by the primary route and the Hollywood Burbank
Airport route option are shown in Figure 4-5. However, with only one station in Glendale on SR134 at Brand Boulevard/Goode Avenue/Sanchez Road and no stations in the Eagle Rock
community, the Primary Freeway Concept is challenged in providing connectivity to an equal
amount of activity centers throughout the corridor.
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Figure 4-5: Major Activity Centers at Proposed Stations for Primary Freeway Concept and Hollywood Burbank Airport Route
Option
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Travel Times
Based on the travel time calculations for the opening year of 2022, the Primary Freeway
Concept end-to-end travel time during the peak hour is estimated to be a maximum of 52
minutes. The mid-day off-peak travel time for this concept is forecasted to be a maximum of 36
minutes. This 31 percent difference in travel time between the peak and off-peak hours is mainly
attributed to the traffic volumes on SR-134 during those times. Headways are assumed to be
every 10 minutes at peak hours and 12 minutes during off-peak. Table 4-3 provides a summary
of the travel time information for the Primary Freeway Concept. Implementing TSP on the
corridor would save an additional 3 minutes, or 8%, in end-to-end travel time.
Table 4-3: Primary Freeway Concept – Travel Time Data
Time Period

Length
[Miles]

AM Peak
Mid-Day Off-Peak
PM Peak

15.7

Headway
[Minutes]

Travel Time
Without TSP
[Minutes]

Travel Time
With TSP
[Minutes]

10

45

42

12

36

33

10

52

49

Source: Parsons, 2016

Ridership
Average weekday ridership in its first year of operation, 2022, for the Primary Freeway Concept
is estimated to be 10,260 daily riders. This number is estimated to increase to 13,220 daily
riders by 2035. Figure 4-6 illustrates the 2022 forecasted number of riders per location
(boardings) for an average weekday. The terminal stations at North Hollywood and Del Mar in
Pasadena are forecast to serve the highest daily ridership, followed by the freeway station at
Brand Boulevard in Glendale. The three stations in the Burbank media district combine to serve
more than 1,700 daily transit riders. Compared to the Primary Street Concept, ridership is
limited in that this route does not provide access to several activity centers within each segment,
including the community of Eagle Rock in the East Segment.
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Figure 4-6: Primary Freeway Concept – Daily Ridership Per Station
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Figure 4-7 shows that the majority of the 3,461 (74%) new transit riders for the Primary Freeway
Concept are those that make home to work trips. In addition, home to work trips typically have
longer travel distances than other trip purposes. As a result, a BRT service that operates in the
HOV lanes would avoid heavy traffic in mixed-flow freeway lanes, and attract choice riders to
use transit for their commute.
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Figure 4-7: Primary Freeway Concept – Trip Purposes for New Transit Riders
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Capital Cost Estimates
Cost estimates for the Primary Freeway Concept included: a 15.7-mile alignment on SR-134
and on some short street segments; nine proposed stations (18 two-sided platforms) – eight offline stations and one on-line station – and related amenities; 15 45-foot BRT vehicles; 35
percent of the total capital cost for professional services (design, legal, permits, management,
etc.); and a 10 percent contingency fee. Although no ROW acquisition was anticipated at this
level of conceptual engineering, a minimal amount of $5 million was included.
The conceptual-level capital cost estimate for the Primary Freeway Concept is approximately
$123 million in 2016 dollars. The inclusion of one inline station at Goode/Sanchez in Glendale is
estimated to cost an additional $123 million, for a total project cost of $246 million. Table 4-8
provides the capital cost estimate for the Primary Freeway Concept.
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Figure 4-8: Primary Freeway Concept Estimated Capital Cost ($2016)
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Operations & Maintenance Cost Estimates
Similar to the Primary Street Concept, BRT
O&M costs are anticipated to be similar to
typical Metro bus O&M costs, but BRT also
includes components that are not part of the
existing bus service. Therefore, the BRT cost
model uses many of the line item unit costs in
the standard bus O&M cost model but
incorporates additional items including station
platform maintenance, fare enforcement, fare
equipment maintenance (i.e., fare validator
machines),
ITS
equipment/signage
maintenance, exclusive lane mile routine
maintenance (new pavement), and exclusive
route
mile
routine
maintenance
(streetscape/landscape). Table 4-4 displays the
annual O&M cost estimated for the Primary
Freeway Concept

Fare equipment, including this TAP
card vending machine, will require
regular maintenance upon
implementation
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Table 4-4: Primary Freeway Concept Estimated Net Annual O&M Costs ($2016)
Mode

Key Supply Variable

Bus
Rapid
Transit

Annual Revenue Service Hours

Unit Cost

Number of Unit

Total Cost

$54.50

54,200

$2,953,900

$3.97

1,026,600

$4,075,602

$109,116

15

$1,636,740

Curbside Platforms (Split)

$2,000

16

$32,000

Center Street Platforms (Split)

$2,000

0

$0

$4.88

54,200

$264,496

$6,000

10

$60,000

$168

30

$5,040

$3,000

17

$51,000

Annual Revenue Miles
Peak Buses

Fare Enforcement
Fare Equipment - TVMs
Fare Equipment- Validators
Next Bus Display Signs

Total Annual O&M Cost for Primary Freeway Concept

$9,078,778

Source: Parsons, 2016

BRT service under the Primary Freeway Concept would cost $9.1 million per year to operate
and maintain. These initial O&M costs will be further refined in the next phase of the project
with further refinements in alignment configurations, end to end corridor miles and travel time,
and station locations as well as discussions with city stakeholders.

Summary
The multi-step evaluation process described herein, which included stakeholder input, reduced
the number of potential BRT concepts to serve the North Hollywood to Pasadena Corridor from
an initial 10 concepts to the 2 most promising – the Primary Street and Primary Freeway
Concepts. The primary concepts offer significant improvement in transit ridership over existing
transit service in the corridor, but each concept has its advantages and disadvantages. Table 45 summarizes the two BRT concepts in terms of performance and cost estimates.
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Table 4-5: Summary of Performance and Cost Estimates for Primary Street and Primary
Freeway Concepts
Primary Street Concept

Primary Freeway
BRT Concept

68 minutes with TSP

49 minutes with TSP

77 minutes without TSP

52 minutes without TSP

Daily Ridership (Opening Year)

17,770

10,260

New Transit Riders (Mode-shift)

6,357

4,655

23

9

High due to 23 proposed BRT
stations

Medium due to 9 proposed BRT
stations

None

None

$274M - $448M

$123M - 246M

$14.4M

$9.1M

Performance/Cost Variable
Travel Time
(End-to-end BRT travel time
during PM peak hour)

Number of BRT Stations
Connectivity to Activity Centers
Right-of-Way Requirements
Capital Cost Estimates
(2016 dollars)
O&M Cost Estimates
(2016 dollars)

As shown in Table 4-5, the Primary Street Concept would require more travel time from end to
end and result in higher capital and O&M costs than the Primary Freeway Concept. However,
the Primary Street Concept would have the advantage in greater ridership numbers and transit
trips as a result of having a higher number of BRT stations that will connect to more activity
centers within the corridor. Both BRT concepts are promising design options for the North
Hollywood to Pasadena Corridor and would be appropriate candidates to move forward into the
next phase of development, which would entail environmental study and more detailed design.
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